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Drilling in the Shadow of World-Class Deposits
Troubadour Resources (TSX.V: TR) is a copper and gold explorer in southwestern B.C. and centered in one of Canada’s
most prolific copper belts. Troubadour’s flagship project is the Amarillo Property, located in close proximity to low-cost
copper producers and infrastructure which gives it a distinct advantage for future potential development.
Amarillo Project Highlights
4 km long copper soil anomaly coincident with historic trench reporting
(in 1966) 0.87%* copper over 125m (1) (06-07-2018NR).
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3D IP survey indicates extensive ‘Trench Zone’ anomaly measuring over
1km in length.

Mt. Milligan Mine

Completed a total of 38.9 line km of 3D Induced polarization (“IP”)
geophysical survey.
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Favourable access - 30km from town of Peachland by road.
Majority of the Property was acquired through staking with only certain
core claims subject to a 1.5% NSR of which 1% can be purchased by the
company for $1,000,000.
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Amarillo property hosts additional major exploration targets.
*Trench Data Source: Philip, R.H.D. 1967; EMPR Assessment Report 01141 and Sutherland, Ian G. 1978;
EMPR Assessment Report 07790. Historical information contained in this presentation is presented for
historical reference only and cannot be relied upon as the Company’s QP, as defined under NI 43-101,
has not prepared nor verified the historical information.
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AMARILLO PROJECT

Southwestern, B.C., Canada’s most prolific copper belt
Metals: Copper, Gold

NEAR TERM FOCUS

Stage: Advanced Exploration, Drill Ready and Permitted

The trench anomaly will be the primary target of the Company’s highlyanticipated upcoming drill program to commence in Q4 2018.

Size: 7 mineral claims, 4,178 hectares
Ownership: 100%

Corporate Highlights
COMPANY BUILDERS
Managed by an expert technical team with proven track records as mine finders.

ATTRACTIVE SHARE STRUCTURE
21 Million shares outstanding.

IDEAL PROJECT LOCATION
Amarillo project in proximity to producing copper mines.

NEWSLETTER COVERAGE
Notable newsletter writer Gwen Preston, The Resource Maven.

HISTORIC TRENCH
Geological team believes they have rediscovered the historic “lost” trench.

MAIDEN DRILL CAMPAIGN
Drilling to commence in Q4 2018 at the highly prospective trench target area.
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Amarillo Project | Chargeability Anomalies

Large chargeability anomaly coincident with historic
trench that sampled .87% copper over 125m.*
Other major anomaly paralleling the Trench Anomaly
is coincident with a large Tungsten in soil trend which
may be indicative of Skarn style mineralization.
*Trench Data Source: Philip, R.H.D. 1967; EMPR Assessment Report 01141
and Sutherland, Ian G. 1978; EMPR Assessment Report 07790

Company Builders

Corporate Structure

Gary Schellenberg; CEO, Chairman & Director

(as of October 31, 2018)

Shares:

20,961,010

Options:

1,650,000 (1)
100,000 (2)

Warrants:

1,325,000 (3)
9,642,600 (4)
4,320,560 (5)

Fully Diluted:

37,999,170

Working Capital:

$825,000

Debt:

None

52-week High/Low:

$0.25/$0.12

Market Capitalization:

$7,500,000

Insider Ownership:
Notes: 1) $0.15 2) $0.18 3) $0.12 4) $0.15 5) $0.18 6) As of October 31, 2018

10%

Geoff Schellenberg; President & Director
Mike Sieb; Director
Paul Chung; Director
Alastair Brownlow; CFO

Contact Information
Geoff Schellenberg
President and Director
Troubadour Resources Inc.
Corporate Office:
488 – 625 Howe Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 2T6
Phone		604-681-0221
Email		geoff@troubadourresources.com

Forward-Looking Information Statements contained in this presentation that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements, which involve risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed
or implied by such forward-looking statements. Factors that could cause such differences, without limiting the generality of the following, include: risks inherent in exploration activities; volatility and sensitivity to market prices; volatility and sensitivity to capital
market fluctuations; the impact of exploration competition; the ability to raise funds through private or public equity financings; imprecision in resource and reserve estimates; environmental and safety risks including increased regulatory burdens; unexpected
geological or hydrological conditions; changes in government regulations and policies, including trade laws and policies; failure to obtain necessary permits and approvals from government authorities; weather and other natural phenomena; and other exploration,
development, operating, financial market and regulatory risks. Except as required by applicable securities regulation, Troubadour Resources Inc. (SMN) disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise. National Instrument 43-101 Disclosure This presentation has been approved by P. McLaughlin, P. Geo., a “Qualified Person” as defined in National Instrument 43-101, Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects of the Canadian
Securities Administrators. Other than the historical information, Mr. McLaughlin has verified the technical information contained in this presentation. This Presentation includes technical information that was gener-ated prior to the introduction of National Instrument 43-101.
Details of the sampling methods, handling, and quality control methods used in the generation of this historical technical data are unknown to Troubadour, and the drill material, assay results, true width of intercepts herein cannot be and have not been verified by the
Company’s Qualified Person for the purposes of National Instrument 43-101. Quality Assurance & Quality Control Troubadour has implemented a quality assurance and quality control programs to ensure sampling and analysis of all exploration work is conducted in
accordance with the best possible practices. All sampling programs are carried out in a careful and diligent manner using scientifically established sampling practices designed and tested to ensure that the results are representative and reliable. Quality control programs
appropriate to the type of sample and the mineralization are implemented, including such measures as external blanks, standards and duplicate samples. The security of samples from sample acquisition to analysis is a vital component of the sampling process. Procedures
include the use of secure core logging, sampling, storage and preparation facilities as appropriate and the prompt, secure and direct shipping of samples to the laboratories. Appropriate sample security procedures are employed given the geographic and topographic
conditions and the logistics created by the site location.
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